
Total Cost: $1,162.52Winter Shopping Guide



Vendor: Laura Edwards Collection Price:

Quantity: 1.0

Vendor: penboutique.com Price: $37.60

Quantity: 1.0 SKU: LM_L50CEF

Dimensions: 5.5" L X 0.5" D Material/Finish: Transparent Plastic, Stainless Steel

Cozy Blanket - Cocoa Butter Cashmere scent

Details:

‘Cozy Blanket’ - in the sumptuous Cocoa Butter
Cashmere scent - so heavenly.
High Vibe, Clean Burning, Soy Candles & Gifts for People
who love beautiful things and self care.

Shop It

Lamy Al-Star Fountain Pen - Cosmic

Details:
Robust yet durable experience with Lamy AL-Star pens!
The Lamy Al-Star Fountain Pens is designed by Wolfgang Fabian. The ink is fed to the pen via use of cartridge or
converter. The nib material is made up of Steel which provides a smooth writing experience to the user in every nib
widths.
Its transparent grip also supplies a revealing look at the inner workings of the ink feed. The entire design of the pen
inspires the writers to show their contemporary individuality with this accessory elegantly.

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/2344051/item/16689820
https://designfiles.co/shop/2344051/item/16685774


Vendor: electricsuncreatives.com Price: $76.00

Quantity: 1.0 Dimensions: dimensions: 2 1/2” x 20” — entire length of
piece

Material/Finish: made-to-order light catcher made of five
cascading brass shapes. Coated with a wax for longevity
of finish.

Vendor: westelm.com Price: $117.00

Quantity: 1.0 SKU: SKU: 7328387

Dimensions: Small: 5"diam. x 9"h. Medium: 5.5"diam. x
11.5"h. Large: 6"diam. x 15.5"h.

Material/Finish: Solid wood.

Cascading Light Catcher — electric sun creatives

Shop It

Stacked Wood Trees

Details:
Solid wood. 
Sold individually or as a set of 3. 
Made in Thailand.

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/2344051/item/16685752
https://designfiles.co/shop/2344051/item/16685739


Vendor: target.com Price: $24.99

Quantity: 1.0 Dimensions: 12 in H x 7.5 in W x 9.17 in D

Material/Finish: Ceramic

Vendor: urbapothecary.com Price: $35.00

Quantity: 1.0

12" Distressed Ceramic Vase Natural Cream - Hearth & Hand™ with Magnolia

Details:
Decorate any table in your home with this Natural White Distressed Ceramic Vase from Hearth & Hand™ with Magnolia.
This round ceramic vase makes a great tabletop accent. It features a white distressed finish to easily coordinate with any
decor. The small round neck makes it perfect for displaying a few real or artificial blooms or dried stems. Set it atop your
mantelpiece, console table, sideboard or shelf with other accent pieces and spot clean when needed.Celebrate the
everyday with Hearth & Hand — created exclusively for Target in collaboration with Magnolia, a home and lifestyle brand
by Chip & Joanna Gaines. Built upon our shared commitment to giving back to our communities, these pieces reveal the
beauty of everyday moments shared with family and friends.

Shop It

BATH SOAK SET – URB APOTHECARY

Details:
All your favorite bath soaks are now available in this sweet little set. Each cotton drawstring bag contains all four of our
bath soaks and each one comes in a biodegradable pouch. A letterpress tag completes the set, making it the perfect gift
or sampler set. 

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/2344051/item/16685727
https://designfiles.co/shop/2344051/item/16685709


Vendor: bitteshop.com Price: $22.00

Quantity: 1.0 Dimensions: Dimensions: 9.1in x 3.2in x 2.4in

Material/Finish: The Sticky Farmhouse Collection is extra
special. It is still made of recycled bottles but the yarn is
woven in a different way which makes the fabric stronger
and last longer. PLUS the yarn has the Global Recycled
Standard certification - aiming to reduc

Vendor: IKEA Price: $14.99

Quantity: 1.0 SKU: 105.176.82

Dimensions: 20 x 20" Material/Finish: A washed linen fabric in red-brown with
a soft texture that creates a casual, effortless look that
only gets better with each wash. Pairs up perfectly with
DYTÅG curtains and bed linen.

rPET Pencil Case - Farmhouse - Flower Pink + Willow Brown

Details:
rPET Pencil Case - Farmhouse - Flower Pink + Willow Brown 
rPET Pencil Case - Farmhouse - Flower Pink + Willow Brown rPET Pencil Case - Farmhouse - Flower Pink + Willow Brown
rPET Pencil Case - Farmhouse - Flower Pink + Willow Brown 
Quantity 
$ 22.00 
Buy now with ShopPayBuy with
A beautifully designed Pencil Case made from recycled plastic bottles! It's ample size means you can pack pencils,
markers, erasers, fruit roll-ups, hair clips, sunscreen...lots of room for all that little stuff that collects at the bottom of
your bag. Great for inside book bags, diaper bags, purses - the perfect catchall!

Shop It

DYTÅG

Details:

Cushion cover, red-brown,

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/2344051/item/16685704
https://designfiles.co/shop/2344051/item/16685691


Vendor: IKEA Price: $16.99

Quantity: 1.0 SKU: 105.278.84

Dimensions: 20 x 20" Material/Finish: DVÄRGNARV cushion cover in pure
cotton offers a romantic look with playful, dusty-tone
pompoms on the front and solid color back. Handmade
by women at the social enterprise Rangsutra in India.

Vendor: alliestudio.com Price: $44.00

Quantity: 1.0 Dimensions: 12" x 22" pillow, includes a down insert.

Material/Finish: The fabric is a soft cotton linen blend.

DVÄRGNARV

Details:

Cushion cover, multicolor/handmade pompon,

Shop It

California Bear pillow BLACK

Details:
Show your state pride with this great California bear pillow!

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/2344051/item/16685684
https://designfiles.co/shop/2344051/item/16685669


Vendor: culturalthreads.com Price: $0.00

Quantity: 1.0 Material/Finish: 100% Alpaca Wool Handspun yarn Hand
knit

Vendor: crateandbarrel.com Price: $16.00

Quantity: 1.0 SKU: 142619

Dimensions: ILLUME ® Black Candle Snuffer.
8.5"Wx2"Dx1.5"H

Material/Finish: Metal with black finish

Montaña Scarf — Cultural Threads

Details:
Due to the natural colors of the alpaca and the handmade process, from the spinning of the yarn, to the knitting of the
scarf, light to dark color variations or small irregularities may be present. Size may vary. These imperfections make each
scarf one-of-a-kind.
Alpaca does not contain lanolin, making it hypoallergenic and excellent for those with skin sensitivities.

Shop It

ILLUME Black Candle Snuffer + Reviews | Crate & Barrel

Details:
Extinguish candles with this ultra-modern take on an old-fashioned essential. Minimizing smoke when putting out
candles, the black-finished snuffer features a long, slim handle and rotating hinged snuffing cylinder to reach deep into
hurricanes or lanterns. A great tool to have around the house, the snuffer also makes a great gift when paired with the
matching wick trimmer and a few of our pillar or taper candles.

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/2344051/item/16685602
https://designfiles.co/shop/2344051/item/12766726


Vendor: schoolhouse.com Price: $34.00

Quantity: 1.0 SKU: SKU: 124902

Dimensions: DIMENSIONS:Overall: 2" H x 3" W x 3"
DPRODUCT MATERIAL:Cast IronPRODUCT ORIGIN:China

Material/Finish: DIMENSIONS:Overall: 2" H x 3" W x 3"
DPRODUCT MATERIAL:Cast IronPRODUCT ORIGIN:China

Vendor: World Market Price: $599.99

Quantity: 1.0 SKU: 619695

Cast Iron Match Striker

Details:
Keep your matches within striking distance with this modern and minimal Cast Iron Match Striker. The perfect balance of
beauty and utility, this simple vessel holds a handful of wooden matches, which will ignite when struck against the
surface. Each set features a built-in dish to cool used matches before discarding and comes packaged in a sweet kraft
box for gifting. Matches sold separately.
Please note: This product only works with strike-anywhere matches.

Shop It

Bonaire All Weather Wicker Stationary Outdoor Egg Chair Bonaire All Weather W...

Details:
• Made of UV-resistant resin wicker with natural finish and 100% spun polyester cushions
• Removable cushions with removable inserts
• Cover or store away during inclement weather
• Frame: clean with damp cloth and mild soap solution; cushions: remove slipcovers, machine wash and line dry; do

not wash cushion inserts
• World Market exclusive
• Assembly required
• Overall: 40.5"W x 32.5"D x 59.75"H, 47 lbs.
• Seat: 34.8"W x 20"D
• Leg height: 10.25"H
• Floor to top of seat: 16.75"H
• Top of seat to top of back: 43"H

Assembly Instructions
Woven of weather-resistant natural wicker, our Bonaire outdoor egg chair invites you to get cozy in its oversized seat
filled with plush antique-white cushions. The open cross-weave texture of its durable frame filters sunlight and lets in
cooling breezes while you read, chat or curl up for a cozy nap. Stationary for safety with stable splayed legs, this blissful

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/2344051/item/12766743
https://designfiles.co/shop/2344051/product/44055690


Vendor: World Market Price: $89.99

Quantity: 1.0 SKU: 613053

Vendor: World Market Price: $2.49

Quantity: 1.0 SKU: 613017

Arabella Multicolor Seagrass Basket With Lid Arabella Multicolor Seagrass Bas...

Details:
• Handcrafted of seagrass and recycled plastic
• Due to handcrafting, slight variations may occur
• Available in Medium and Large sizes, sold separately
• Wipe clean with damp cloth
• World Market exclusive
• Made in Vietnam
• Medium: 14"Dia. x 18"H
• Large: 16"Dia. x 21"H

Our exclusive Arabella storage basket declutters your space while lending it a sophisticated pop of color. Handwoven by
artisans in Vietnam of natural seagrass and colorful recycled plastic, this shapely basket features a convenient lid to keep
blankets, towels, toys and more out of sight. In your choice of two sizes, the Arabella makes organizing your living room,
entryway or bedroom a breeze.

Shop It

Faux Olive Branch Spray Faux Olive Branch Spray

Details:
• Made of manmade materials
• Posable branches
• Can be bent or cut to size
• Approx. 27"L

This artistic artificial olive spray is filled with lifelike leaves and studded with plump faux fruit in realistic black and
brown hues. Plant this iconic symbol of peace alone in a vase for a striking naturalistic showcase or blend it with other
florals and greens to fill the home with textured charm.

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/2344051/product/43402281
https://designfiles.co/shop/2344051/product/41712181


Vendor: World Market Price: $17.48

Quantity: 1.0 SKU: 589644

Vendor: IKEA Price: $7.00

Quantity: 2.0 SKU: 602.621.88

Ivory Variegated Windowpane Throw Blanket Ivory Variegated Windowpane Throw B...

Details:
• Crafted of 100% cotton
• Available in Warm and Cool colors, sold separately
• Spot clean only
• World Market exclusive
• 50"W x 60"L

We picture this ultra-soft woven throw blanket as a cozy companion to evenings spent lost in your favorite book or movie
nights with family and friends. Crafted with warm or cool-hued windowpane yarn stripes and coordinating wrapped
tassels at each end, its airy weave brings a soft, peaceful element to your home when draped on the back of a chair, end
of the bed or on the couch.

Shop It

Fjädrar Inner Cushion Off White 20 X20 "

Details:
FJÄDRAR Inner cushion - off-white 20x20 ". The duck feather filling feels fluffy and gives your body excellent support.
Recommended for indoor use only.

Shop It

https://designfiles.co/shop/2344051/product/30841327
https://designfiles.co/shop/2344051/product/23598418
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